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1. M OTIVATION

5. S YSTEM OVERVIEW

7. M ATHEMATICAL DETAILS
• ẑ: Best sequence of dictionary chunks for noisy sequence {xt }Tt=0
Y
ẑ = argmax
p(zt = j | xt )p(zt = j | zt−1 = i)

Scenario your phone records your voice, detects clean segments, replaces
noisy segments with “matching” pre-recorded clean segments
Learned data-driven matching function

z

Non-linear use psychoacoustically motivated features in matching
Dictionary-based speech model improves as clean recordings accumulate

(2)

g(zj , xi )Tij

i

– trained by minimizing cross-entropy to yij
X
−yij log g(zj , xi ) − (1 − yij ) log(1 − g(zj , xi )).

2. C ONTRIBUTIONS

(3)

i,j

• Analysis-by-synthesis approach to non-parametric noise suppression
• Deep neural network (DNN) matching for concatenative resynthesis
• Speaker-dependent experiments on small-vocab CHiME2-GRID corpus
show very high quality, but slightly compromised intelligibility

– yij : 1 if noisy chunk zj contains clean chunk xi , else 0

11. P RELIMINARY: CHUNK RETRIEVAL
• Idealized experiment: test retrieval performance when dictionary contains exact correct clean chunk
• Averaged over 500 test chunks from CHiME2-GRID devel set
• For average rank, lower is better
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• Tij : transition matrix from clean chunk zi to zj
Tij = exp (−dτ (zi , zj )/γ)

(4)

– dτ (zi , zj ): Euclidean distance between log mel spectra of the last τ
frames of zi and the first τ frames of zj
– γ: parameter controlling mapping of distances to affinities

3. B ENEFITS

12. S UBJECTIVE INTELLIGIBILITY RESULTS
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Each “chunk” of the observed mixture signal is paired with every “chunk”
of clean speech in the dictionary and the pair is input to a deep neural
network (DNN), providing a similarity score. The noisy chunk sequence is
replaced by the best sequence of dictionary chunks according to this score
and a transition affinity between dictionary chunks.

6. T RAINING DATA : CLEAN - NOISY CHUNK PAIRS

4. F UTURE D IRECTIONS
• Use for bandwidth expansion, audio super-resolution, dereverberation
• Apply to Large-vocabulary tasks
• Pre-analyze dictionary for phonetic and/or pitch information

8. S MALL VOCAB ENHANCEMENT EXPERIMENTS
Dataset Small-vocabulary CHiME2-GRID corpus, speaker 3 (male)
Speech sentences of the form “hcommandi hcolori hprepositioni hletteri hdigiti
hadverbi”, e.g.,“place blue at A 9 again.”
Noise household noise, SNR of −6 to 9 dB
Features log mel spectrum of 196 ms “chunks”
Train on “isolated” noisy train set (500 sentences) to map noisy reverberant speech to reverberant speech (124,080 clean-noisy chunk pairs)
Test on isolated noisy devel set, random SNR for each of 24 mixtures
Dictionary reverberant speech from full training set (67,040 chunks)
Comparison to mask-based approaches trained on the same data
Evaluation subjective quality and intelligibility

9. DNN S COMPARED

– Allows non-parametric, noise robust ASR and pitch tracking
• Match noise-suppressed speech to clean dictionary like Delcroix et al.
(2011); Nickel et al. (2013)
• Use more sophisticated transition (language) model
• Apply to musical source separation

Y

• g(zj , xi ): similarity function between clean chunk zj and noisy chunk xi

Concatenative transition model creates full concatenative synthesizer

• Replaces noisy speech with noise-free synthetic speech
vs. mask-based noise suppression, (e.g., Narayanan and Wang, 2014)
• Uses a rich dictionary of speech signals
vs. parametric systems like mask predictors
• Uses perceptually relevant non-linear audio features
vs. linear methods like non-negative matrix factorization (Lee and Seung,
1999) and sparse coding (Plumbley et al., 2010)
• Does not need to be trained on specific test-time noises
vs. existing dictionary-based noise suppression systems (Xiao and
Nickel, 2010; Ming et al., 2011; Ogawa et al., 2014)

(1)

t

= argmax
z

10. O NLINE AUDIO EXAMPLES
http://mr-pc.org/work/globalsip14/
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Intelligibility subjective listening test results showing the average percentage correctly identified of all words and just the keywords (letters and
numbers) for each system. Errors bars show 95% confidence intervals.

13. S UBJECTIVE QUALITY RESULTS
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Two pairs of clean and noisy chunks illustrating the collection of training
data for the paired-input DNN. In the positive pair, the clean speech chunk
is present in the noisy mixture chunk; in the negative pair it is not.
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Structure of the DNNs used in the experiments. Predicting (a) similarity
from clean-noisy chunk pair, (b) clean chunk from noisy chunk, (c) ideal
ratio mask from noisy chunk.
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MUSHRA listening test results showing the average subjective speech
quality, noise suppression, and overall quality for each system. Higher
numbers are better in all cases. Errors bars show 95% confidence intervals.

